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A Purpose Driven Career
Establishing a career path that gives drivers something to work for

By Duff H. Swain

June 21, 2007

Where does a job in the trucking industry that can potentially pay a high school graduate almost 
$60,000 annually lead? The answer is on a path to nowhere. The truck driver position has a turnover 
rate higher than the industry’s lowest paying job. There is a shortage of drivers looming over the 
industry and many fleet owners are scratching their heads as to why.

Companies have retention issues because they expect drivers to leave. Managers aren’t 
communicating effectively to drivers and there is no defined career path. Recruitment and retention 
issues go much deeper than money, the resolution lies in boosting drivers’ self-esteem. Every 
company says their drivers are their most valuable employee, but yet they treat them different.

Trucking companies must understand that the industry is not going to generate sources for drivers in 
high volume and the requirements of receiving a commercial driver’s license (CDL) are not going to 
change. There is no career path in place that targets and then cultivates recent graduates who fall 
between the ages 18 and 21. Future drivers can join a company directly out of school in a lower 
position and then advance to the desired position. Companies that recruit drivers who have been out of 
school more than four years and have had little grooming, most likely will inherit the drivers who 
won’t survive. 

To improve the trucking industry’s driver recruitment and retention issues, the industry first must 
change the perception of drivers in order to change the system. The economic facts are showing that 
the trucking industry is shifting, becoming more constricting and there are fewer small- to mid-size 
companies and more large companies.

Because the industry as a whole has not defined a long-term solution to the recruitment and retention 
problem, company owners are addressing the problem the best way they can. Until the industry builds 
new resources, every company in the industry will have to deal with the problem on their own terms. 
The challenge will lie with the company owners to attract the best drivers, then reward and promote 
them accordingly.

A career path is a key component of any company’s driver hiring and retention program. The career 
path includes six levels of development that allow new drivers to advance and become seasoned 
professionals. It also summarizes a driver incentive program that is based on the amount of miles 
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driven and length of employment. Rewards for excellent performance and advanced levels of 
experience include pay increases, bonuses, vacation time and title advancement. 

A career path can be customized for any size trucking company. It has successfully been implemented 
in both large and small organizations. The career path recognizes tenure, special skills, hierarchy, 
achievement, growth and personal and professional progression. The career path is designed to 
address two of the most pervasive issues affecting the trucking industry today—driver recruitment and 
retention.

Recruitment and Retention Concerns

Over the last decade, driver retention and recruitment have become serious problems afflicting 
business owners and the trucking industry as a whole. Hiring and retaining quality employees has 
truly become a struggle. However, much of the fault lies with those responsible for hiring.

Responsible parties must consider quality over quantity when recruiting drivers. Putting bodies in 
positions is not the answer—it is a quick fix to a progressing problem. The industry has proven it can 
recruit, but how do we keep the good ones from getting away?

It is important to recognize a driver as a highly paid employee that requires a high-quality applicant. 
This may be viewed as a radical change in mindset for many companies. Thinking these kinds of 
applicants are not available is a copout. The fact is there are quality people available, but like public 
perception they have been treated as commodity hires and have not been given a chance to
demonstrate their competence and reliability. Company owners and recruiting managers need to 
figure out what is going to make this particular driver, who has had three or four jobs in the last year 
stay.

In order to attract and retain skilled and professional employees, companies must have something to 
offer prospective drivers and promote professional growth. The goal is to provide benefits that are 
attractive to quality applicants and create opportunities that will make them want to stay.  Employee 
recruitment is essentially a selling process in which the promise of a successful future is the hook. The 
applicants need to see themselves in the future so that they are willing do what is expected to keep the 
job. This is a missing element in recruiting quality drivers—the drivers don’t come in with the 
mindset of “I want this job.” High-quality employees in any vocation are concerned about their 
future. Quality drivers are no different. Change, however, must start with the company, not the 
applicant. That begins with a career path that educates, rewards and promotes all employees including 
applicant drivers. A career path for a larger company might look like this: 
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The career path is a tool that addresses the retention concerns of today, but also will significantly 
change the industry’s future by providing drivers with a defined course of action. A less-detailed 
version of this chart can be created for any size organization that has a middle management structure 
such as recruiting, central control (dispatch), safety or progression to being an owner operator. It is 
designed so a company of any size can implement the program by itself and customize it as needed. A 
career path can be established for 10 drivers or 10,000 drivers.  

In smaller companies, the flow of communication is shorter and simpler. Drivers are more engaged 
with the company’s daily operations as news gets to them relatively quickly. In a smaller 
environment, drivers feel like they are an important part of the team even though there is no formal 
retention process in place. The downside is that many of these companies lose touch with their drivers 
as their fleet size grows, which usually signals an increase in turnover. This doesn’t have to happen. 
Any company can institute a career path and other human resource processes that are scaleable to 
company growth.

Getting off on the Right Foot—Orientation

One of the main components of a driver career path is education and professional development from 
quality in-house training that includes industry and driver certifications. It begins with the new driver 
orientation and continues with professional development opportunities, which are recognized and 
rewarded.

Orientation is an opportunity that should never be overlooked, it is really the time to close the deal 
with a new employee. It is the last chance a company has to either prevent bad drivers from 
continuing on or to reassure qualified drivers of a promising future with the organization. In fact, the 
orientation process is the first step toward retention and an opportunity to implement the career path. 
Omission is typically the biggest sin of orientation within most trucking companies. Orientation 
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should benefit the new hire and not just be a risk requirement of the company. The orientation process 
is not training, it is orientation. While the new driver has already been trained to drive, orientation 
demonstrates how to be successful in the company’s environment.

Employee orientation is a valuable investment. It properly prepares the new employee and creates a 
commitment by both parties. The result will be a better-prepared driver who will be committed to the 
job and the company. The orientation process should be reinforced by a driver manual that identifies 
policy procedure, examples and company contacts. 

Quality orientation is as valuable of an investment as preventive maintenance is for a truck. It should 
contain these steps:

 Verify the employee’s qualifications through a driving test, physical and urinalysis. Often, 
orientation is the first opportunity to fulfill these requirements.

 Reinforce the company’s commitment to personnel, customers, equipment and facilities. Top 
management should stress the opportunity for a bright future with the company.

 Show drivers their part of the equation, including how to apply their driving skills to the 
company, expectations of customers, how the company fulfills customer expectations and how 
the driver is an essential part of that process. 

 Define productivity requirements, policies and procedures that affect new drivers and what 
needs to be communicated to fulfill them. Employees should be introduced to everyone within 
the company, especially those with whom they will have direct interaction.

 Inform new drivers of their responsibility for the care and use of valuable company equipment, 
as well as the type of truck and they will be offered. Show them how equipment must be 
maintained. Key equipment demonstrations are also helpful.

 Review key pay and benefit issues, including how employees get paid, receive benefits, what 
types of incentives are available and how drivers progress within the company. The 
compensation plan, processes and the procedures new employees are expected to follow 
should also be part of the orientation.

 Finally, graduate new employees from orientation and give them use of a company truck and 
their first work assignment. Graduation should include a certificate, signed by the driver, 
which recognizes the accomplishment and acknowledges the driver’s commitment. A copy of 
the certificate should be kept on file.

Obviously, the orientation process cannot be accomplished in a few hours. In most cases, it should be 
accomplished over two or two-and-a-half days. Special training, such as HAZMAT or bulk 
loading/unloading, may extend the process. If possible, orientation should take place at the company’s 
home office and involve the key personnel who will interface with the drivers as they perform their 
job, fulfill safety requirements, maintain their equipment, fulfill documentation requirements and get 
paid. If the home office is not an option, a remote presentation should be implemented by key 
company personnel with quality visual aids. The least desirable scenario is having one person 
conducting the entire orientation in a single room with no participation from management. 

All new hires should be on a probationary period for 90 days and must live up to specific standards to 
be accepted permanently.  Titles should also be enforced to define experience and skill such as driver 
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trainee, driver, senior driver, team captain, driver trainer, driver specialist, etc.

Drivers should be recognized for their experience, good performance, skills and tenure with the 
company. Drivers with five to 10 years experience have more value than those with one or two years 
of experience. Experienced drivers should be compensated and recognized for their accomplishments.

If the industry is going to create an expanded driver pool and attract new candidates, it must present 
value and opportunity to prospects from high schools, trade schools, the military and colleges—
including minority candidates. Traditionally, there has not been a strong unity between trucking 
companies and these institutions. Establishing a relationship with a school is a critical opportunity to 
make a long-term change in the industry. It also allows a company to tap into the 18- to 20-year-old-
graduates who are not eligible for a CDL, but have the potential to be long-lasting, quality employees. 

Recent graduates can be groomed by a company through other positions in the maintenance, payroll 
or HR departments until they qualify for a CDL. In some states, drivers under the age of 21 can get a 
CDL for intrastate driving, allowing them to develop skills in short hauls, maneuverability and truck 
maintenance. Companies have to take advantage of the opportunities to cultivate the best graduates or 
put their own candidates into a school through tuition reimbursement.

All will require effective, sustainable training. A career path can help a company further define its 
expectations and standards. It also establishes a model for companies to reward or correct drivers 
based on the standards of conduct.

Incentives

A career path is only effective if drivers are compensated and encouraged for taking an active role 
within the company and in their own career. In studies conducted by the Conference Board and 
American Management Association, the following facts were discovered:

 89 percent of American workers believe their companies would perform better if employees 
were given meaningful incentives to improve quality and productivity

 93 percent of workers say American products/services could compete better against foreign 
products/services if American management better involved workers in continuous 
improvement efforts

 81 percent of workers say they do not receive any reward for an increase in productivity

 96 percent of workers believe effective performance should be rewarded consistently—when 
the employee experiences no reward or inconsistent rewards, performance drops because 
employees view high performance as a dead end

 94 percent of workers believe poor performance should not be rewarded, but rather, poor 
performers should be retrained, coached or given a different position that better suits their 
abilities
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Incentives do not have to be monetary. They can be as simple as a certificate of excellence or a 
company jacket that reflects pride. The size of the incentive is not what is important, the fact that 
drivers are being rewarded for initiative, is. Examples of employee incentives or rewards include:

 Company promotional items
 Hats
 Shirts – many types
 Jackets
 Mugs
 Key chains
 Belts and belt buckles

 Jewelry
 Pins (with or without jewels)
 Rings (with & without jewels)

 Patches
 Chevrons (service or achievement)
 Donation to a charity
 Log cases 
 Certificates or recognition
 Map/book lights
 Log ruler
 Uniform sets
 Gift certificates
 Electronics 
 Travel

As an employee increases his or her leadership, job knowledge and skill-building within a company, 
the employee becomes a more productive and profitable asset. As the employee develops 
professionally and personally, so does his or her respect for others, his or her self-esteem, his or her 
trust in others and his or her “yes I can” attitude.

Progression Must Prevail

Continuous education and skills development is one of the most important components of the career 
path. Drivers should continuously enhance their skills through training and obtaining industry-related 
certifications throughout their tenure. A company can offer a variety of professional development 
opportunities for drivers, but drivers must also be rewarded for their initiative and promoted for their 
growth.

It is the company’s obligation to ensure that its management team is participating in ongoing, 
scheduled reviews and periodic planned communications. Reviews allow for guaranteed 
communication between management and drivers. 

Reviews should take place at least twice a year and be scheduled. These are two-way exchanges 
offering both the company and the driver an opportunity to be heard. One of these reviews should 
coincide with employment anniversaries. Reviews present an opportunity to establish accountability, 
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exchange ideas and recognize accomplishment and exceptional service. Employees want and 
appreciate knowing what is expected, how they are doing and what is needed for improvement.

Management also should conduct routine group communication with drivers. These group meetings 
should address current company matters, its future and how it all affects drivers. Safety and training 
can be a part of these meetings, but these issues are secondary to the role of communications. The 
group meetings make drivers feel like they are contributing to the company and that their concerns or 
opinions are being heard.

Effective driver meetings are not difficult. Like any other meeting, they require good preparation and 
common sense. Management should prepare an agenda that includes items concerning the driver. The 
agenda will show how topics will be discussed as well as those items of interest to the company. 
Management should answer questions honestly and keep control of the meetings by following the 
agenda. If management encounters unexpected questions that cannot be answered immediately, a 
follow up is necessary, it will make the driver feel better informed and realize that management cares 
about what they think.

Progression enables a company to offer increased pay levels, rewards and recognition that fit the skill 
or expertise of the individual. Continuous educational opportunities for all drivers will create a path 
with levels of advancement and the chance to obtain certifications such as:

 Van driver specialists
 Tank driver specialists
 Haz-mat driver specialists
 Slip-seat driver specialists
 Team driver specialists
 Flat bed driver specialists
 Refrigerated driver specialists
 Driver trainer specialists

As a driver advances, typical paths of upward drive mobility could include:

 Driver to driver manager
 Driver to customer service representative
 Driver to sales representative
 Driver to driver recruiter
 Driver to owner operator
 Driver to fleet owner

Changing the Present Means Changing the Future

If corporations across America are successfully encouraging employee development and rewarding 
employees accordingly, why can’t this concept work for the trucking industry? It can, as long as 
drivers are treated with the same respect given to other employees.
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Companies are continuously fighting the same battle to recruit and retain a viable workforce; 
however, the problems won’t change unless companies change their perception of the truck driving 
profession. Some companies put more value on a truck than they do a driver. Companies cannot look 
to industry to make the first move. The burden of driver shortages belongs to the companies that 
employ them. Companies need to see drivers as an investment and an asset, not a machine for hire. 
Once that happens, the industry will follow suit.

As stated earlier, much of the answer in curbing driver turnover lies with a company’s management 
team. Effective communication is key in ensuring the success of a driver’s career path.  As the 
rewards-based career path sets up the model for recognizing tenure, special skills, achievement and 
growth, it is ultimately up to company owners and management to follow through. Management must 
listen to drivers’ requests as well as the industry’s forecasts.  It will be management that is ultimately 
responsible for integrating the career path into a company’s culture.

Historically, truck drivers have been motivated primarily by feelings of independence. Changing the 
future of the industry and abolishing the negative truck driver stereotype lies in promoting a path for 
professional growth. There has never been a defined career path associated with professional drivers 
and, as a result, the trucking industry has failed to develop career-conscious professionals. 

TRINCON GROUP is a business advisory company that, since 1982, has provided strategies, 
planning and implementation services to ownership and management teams in the trucking and 
transportation industry. President Duff H. Swain has more than 30 years of industry experience and 
has authored several white papers and trade articles on the subjects of driver turnover, cost-based 
accounting and other topics. A member of the Truckload Carriers Association, Swain is frequently 
featured in national publications, including leading industry magazines, The New York Times and 
USA Today, to discuss issues that affect the trucking industry. He also appears as a featured speaker 
in the “Fleet Executive” DVD series produced in 2006 by Big Truck TV. Swain is also a principal in 
TruCost Systems LLC, a provider of activity-based cost analysis systems and software for the trucking 
industry. For more information, visit www.trincon.com, call 614-442-0590, or e-mail 
consultants@trincon.com.


